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 A group G is core-2 if and only if HH  2 for every HG. We prove thatG
every core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2 has an abelian subgroup of index at most
4. This bound is the best possible. As a consequence, every 2-group satisfying the
property core-2 has an abelian subgroup of index at most 16.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper continues a series of investigations on the structure
of core-finite groups, that is, groups G in which the factor HH is finiteG
for every subgroup HG, where H denotes the normal core of H in G.G
If, moreover, the sizes of the factors HH are bounded by an integer nG
then we say that G is core-n. Every core-finite locally finite group is core-n
for some integer n and has an abelian subgroup of finite index, as was
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  Ž  .proved in 1 see also 7 . Here some hypothesis on G is certainly
necessary, in order to avoid counterexamples given by groups like Tarski
monsters. Also, the minimal possible index of an abelian subgroup in a
Ž  .locally finite core-n group can be bounded in terms of n only see 2 . By
  Ž .an argument in 6 and by the Mal’cev local theorem , the problem of
finding such a bound reduces to the case when G is a finite p-group for
some prime p, in which case n may be taken to be a power of p. The
Ž .question of determining a sharp bound for core-p finite p-groups has
  2been addressed in 6, 3 . It turned out that the exact bound is p if p 2.
Thus, if p is an odd prime then every core-p locally finite p-group has an
abelian subgroup of index less than or equal to p2, and, for every prime p,
there exist finite p-groups without abelian subgroups of index p. Not
surprisingly, the case of 2-groups with the property core-2 seems to be
rather more difficult to deal with. For instance, the nilpotency class of a
core-p finite p-group can be at most 3 if p is odd, while the example of
dihedral groups shows that it can be arbitrarily high if p 2. Still, we
know of no example to disprove the conjecture that the exact bound is 4
Ž 2 .that is, p also in the case p 2. Computer calculation done with the
Ž  .GAP package see 4 confirms this conjecture for all 2-groups of order at
most 28.
The aim of this paper is to solve the problem for groups of class 2. We
prove that the conjecture holds true in this case.
THEOREM. Eery core-2 nilpotent 2-groups of class 2 has an abelian
subgroup of index 4.
The central product of a dihedral and a quaternion group of order 8 is a
Ž core-2 group of class 2 in which no maximal subgroup is abelian see 3,
.Example 2.5 . Thus the lower bound for the index of an abelian subgroup
given by the theorem cannot be improved in this case.
Ž  .By an easy argument see for instance 3, proof for Corollary 2.9 , this
implies that every core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 3 has a normal abelian
subgroup of index 16 at most. Also, results in 3, Lemmas 2.10, 2.12,
Corollary 2.14 ensure that every 2-group G with property core-2 has a
subgroup of index 2 which has nilpotency class 2 unless G itself has class
at most 3. Thus the above theorem yields the following corollary:
COROLLARY. Let G be a 2-group with the property core-2. If G is
nilpotent of class 3 then it has a normal abelian subgroup of index 16;
otherwise it has a normal abelian subgroup of index 8 at most.
That the abelian subgroup may be taken normal follows from the fact
 that all core-2 groups are metabelian 3, Lemma 2.1 and a theorem by
 Gillam 5 .
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As noted above, the result given by the corollary might well be not the
best possible. We hope to investigate the problem of determining the exact
bound for arbitrary core-2 groups in future.
Both the theorem and the corollary improve on analogous results from
 3 by lowering the bounds given there. A further improvement is that the
 proofs presented here are self-contained, whereas the proofs in 3 de-
Ž .pended, at a critical stage, on part of the computation done with GAP
that we have mentioned above. Indeed, the main object of the next section
 will be a new proof of a key lemma from 3 , where this computation was
used. However, we do not mean to underestimate the usefulness to our
research of a package like GAP. We are happy to acknowledge the
enormous help that the availability of this package has given to us, thanks
to the possibility of testing several conjectures and building useful exam-
ples.
As regards notation, we use V , D , and Q to denote the Klein 4-group,4 8 8
the dihedral, and the quaternion group of order 8, respectively. Also,
Ž .H G means that H is a maximal subgroup of G. Finally, br x denotesG
the breadth of the element x in the finite 2-group G, defined by the
br G Ž x .  Ž .  Ž .equality 2  C : C x , while  x is the order of x.G
2. CENTRALIZERS IN CORE-2 GROUPS
 We make silent use of the following properties established in 3 .
Ž  .LEMMA 2.1 see 3, Lemma 2.2 . Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of
2 Ž .class 2. Then the Frattini subgroup G of G is contained in Z G , so that
exp G 2.
ŽThe key property of core-2 groups is the following which actually
.characterizes them among 2-groups . Let G be a 2-group satisfying core-2,
² : 2and let u,  be nontrivial elements of G. Let H u,  . Then H G
 and HH  2. Even if H H this implies that one of the subgroupsG G
2² : 2² : 2² :of index 2 in H, that is, one of H u , H  , and H u,  , is normal
 4 2² :  in G. So, for some h u,  , u , we have H h G and hence G, h 
2  2² : 2 H , as H h H  2. If we further assume that G has nilpotency class
  2  2, then G, h  Soc H , since exp G, h  2 by Lemma 2.1. In particular,
Ž . 2 Žbr h cannot exceed the rank of Soc H , which is at most 3 and is atG
.most 2 if H is abelian . Without further explicit reference we will almost
always apply the core-2 property in this form.
Core-2 groups without elements of breadth 1 will play an important role
throughout the paper. There are several limitations on their subgroups.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
Ž .G has no elements of breadth 1. Let HG and let Z Z G . Then:
Ž .i if H is cyclic and normal in G then H Z;
Ž .  ii if H  8 then H is abelian;
Ž .iii the elements of order at most 2 form a subgroup G in G, and2
 G : G 	 Z  2;2 2
Ž . Ž . ² :iv if a G 
Z then G  C a  a Z;2 2 G
Ž . Ž .v if H is maximal in G then Z H  Z.
Ž . ² :   ² :  Proof. i Let H x G. Then G, x  x . But exp G, x  2 by
    Ž .Lemma 2.1, and hence G, x  2; i.e., br x  1. Since G has noG
element of breadth 1 this gives x Z, as required.
Ž .ii Assume that H is a non-abelian subgroup of G of order 8. Then
  2H is 2-generator. By the core-2 property G, h H for some h
Ž .  2    2 Ž .H
Z H . But H  2; hence G, h H and so br h  1, a contra-G
diction.
Ž .iii Let V be a subgroup of G generated by two different involu-
tions. Then V is dihedral of order at most 8, because G has class 2. It
Ž .follows from ii that V is isomorphic to V . Then the core-2 property4
Ž .yields V	 Z 1. Part iii follows easily from this.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :iv As G is abelian G  C a . Let b C a 
 a and set2 2 G G
² :   2A a, b . By the core-2 property G, x  Soc A for some x
 4 2 ² 2: Ž .a, b, ab . But Soc A  Soc b has order at most 2; hence br x  1.G
Ž .  4 ² :By hypothesis br x  1 and so x Z. Thus x b, ab and b a Z,G
Ž .whence iv holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .v If x Z H then br x  1; hence x Z.G
The next result is basic in our approach to core-2 groups. It was first
   proved in 3 , with the help of computer calculation. Indeed the proof in 3
consists in showing that if the result were false then there would be a
counterexample of order 28, a possibility that could be ruled out by
Žcomputation done with GAP. We provide here a proof really a proof of
.that final step that eliminates the need for using computers.
Ž  .LEMMA 2.3 see 3, Lemma 2.8 . Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of
Ž . Ž .nilpotency class 2 and let xG
Z G . Then C C x has an abelianG
subgroup of index 2.
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Proof. By the Mal’cev local theorem we may assume that G is finite.
Let G be a counterexample of the minimal possible order. The argument
 Ž . Ž .in 3, Lemma 2.8, steps i  v ensures the following:
  8   2G  2 , C G , C G  Z G G has order 8,Ž .
² :Z C  C x .Ž .
 Ž . Hence exp G 4. Also, CZ C  8. Since C has no abelian subgroup
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .of index 2 it follows that C a  a Z C and so br a  2 for allC C
Ž .    a C
Z C . If b is another element of C then a, C  b, C if and only
Ž . Ž .     Ž . Ž .if aZ C  bZ C . For, if a, C  b, C and aZ C  bZ C then U
² : Ž .     a, b Z C would be maximal in C; hence C  U, C  a, C , whereas
   C  8. Therefore the seven maximal subgroups of C are precisely the
  Ž .subgroups C, a where a ranges over a transversal of Z C in C deprived
  Žof the central element. Let us call c the nontrivial element of G, x i.e.,
  .c x, y for all yG
C; note that x has breadth 1 in C . There are
exactly four maximal subgroups of G C not containing c, say
 4 Ž .N , . . . , N . Let i 1, 2, 3, 4 . Let GGN and x xN . Then x Z G .1 4 i i
Assume that G has an abelian subgroup A AN of index 2. If x Ai
Ž .then A C x ; hence C A, so C N , a contradiction. If x A thenG i
Ž .² : C A	 C x and again C N . This proves that GN has noi i
    Ž .abelian subgroups of index 2. Since G N  2, by 3, Lemma 2.6 i therei
exists a normal subgroup K of G such that K 	GN and GK isi i i i
 isomorphic to the central product of D and Q . Since K , G N it8 8 i i
     follows that c K , G ; hence K , x  1 and K  C. Also, GK  32.i i i i
  8    As G  2 and N  4 we get K N  2. Let a  K 
N , so K i i i i i i i
² :  4N a . Now let j be any subscript from 1, 2, 3, 4 and different from i.i i
Ž . Ž .  Then N N yields a Z C  a Z C ; hence a , a  1 by an abovei j i j i j
² :remark. Also a , a N 	N , as the latter intersection has order 2.i j i j
  Since a , a is contained in exactly three maximal subgroups of G , thesei j
²  :  are N , N , and a , a , c , which makes sure that a , a does not belongi j i j i j
to N for any third subscript k different from both i and j; hencek
   a , a  a , a . A further consequence is that a , a , and a must bei j i k i j k
Ž .independent modulo Z C . Note that this last remark implies that a 4
Ž .a a a Z C .1 2 3
2  4Now we claim x  c. For every i 1, 2, 3, 4 there exists y
Ž . Ž . Ž .    C a 
C, because br a  br a  2. Then c x, y  a x, y G i G i C i i
    2G, x 	 G, a x . Suppose that x  1. Apply the property core-2 toi
² :   ² :2 ² 2:a , x . We have G, a N  a , x  a ; hence this latter sub-i i i i i
    ² 2:group contains either G, x or G, a x . Thus c a and we get thei i
contradiction c a2N . Therefore x 2  1. The intersection among anyi i
three of the four subgroups N , . . . , N is trivial. Thus x 2 does not belong1 4
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² :2  to at least two of them, say N and N . Then a , x is not G, a . Byi j i i
    ² :2property core-2 again it is either G, x or G, a x ; hence c a , x .i i
² :2 2 2 2Similarly c a , x . Since a  c a , if c x it follows that cj i j
2 2 2 2 2 2 ² : ² :a x  a x , and so 1 a  a N 	N  a , a . Thus a , a i j i j i j i j i j
Ž . 2Q , contradicting Lemma 2.2 ii . Therefore c x .8
Ž .The elements of order 2 in C commute pairwise, by Lemma 2.2 iii ;
hence at most one of a , . . . , a can have order 2. We may assume that a1 4 1
 has order 4. By what we saw earlier the three commutators a , a ,1 2
   a , a , and a , a are pairwise different, so they are the nontrivial1 3 1 4
elements of N . Since 1 a2N one of these three commutators is a2.1 1 1 1
2   2 2We may assume that a  a , a . Then a N ; otherwise a N 	N1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
² 2: ² : a and a , a would be nonabelian of order 8, against Lemma1 1 2
Ž .2.2 ii . Thus a has order 4. By repeating for a the argument used for a2 2 1
2    4 2we get a  a , a for some i 3, 4 , say i 3. Once again, a N2 2 i 3 2
   4 ² 2: ² 2:and a , a for some i 1, 4 . So we have N  a  a and N 3 i 2 1 2 3
² 2: ² 2:  Ž .  2 2 2 2 24a  a . Now c C 
 N N  a a , a a a . Let us work out2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 3
 a , a . This commutator does not belong to N , by the above. Since1 3 2
  cN and so C 
N  cN we have a , a  cg for some gN . From2 2 2 1 3 2
  Ž .a , a N 	N and cN N it follows that gN 
 N N 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 3
 2 24   2 2a a . Thus a , a  a a c. Finally, let b a a a . Again as we learned1 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 3
Ž .   2 2 2 2  previously a  bZ C  bC  bxC . Also b  a a a a , a a , a4 1 2 3 1 2 2 3
  2 2 2a , a  a a a c.1 3 1 2 3
The proof will be completed by splitting it into two cases, according to
the possible values of c.
Case 1: c a2a2 a2. In this case b2 1. If a  bxC then a2 x 2 c1 2 3 4 4
and so cN , a contradiction. Hence a  bC and a2 1. As already4 4 4
Ž .    remarked, there exists y C a 
C, and both G, y and G, a y con-G 4 4
² :2 ² 2:  tain c. Now a , y  y cannot equal G, a N . By property4 4 4
² 2: ² :  core-2 it follows that y  c  G, u , where u is either y or a y. But4
2 2   ² :then c x  u  x, u and x, u Q . This is impossible by Lemma8
Ž .2.2 ii .
Case 2: c a2 a2. In this case b2 a2a2 a2 c a2 belongs to N 	1 3 1 2 3 2 2
N and hence not to N . Then a  bC and so a  bxC. Hence a23 4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2 2b x  a c and c a a . Recall that GGK is isomorphic to the2 2 4 1
² :  central product of D and Q , and K N a . We have a , a 8 8 1 1 3 4
  Ž 2 2 . 2 2 2   2a , a a  a a c a  a . In particular a N . Also, a , a  a 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 2
N . Since N G2	 K it follows that a K and a K are noncommut-1 1 1 2 1 3 1
² :ing elements of order 4 in G. Hence Q a K , a K Q . Therefore2 1 3 1 8
Ž .D C Q D . Since GDQ and Q CK there exists yG
CG 8 1
 such that yK is an element of order 2 in D. In particular y, a  K 	1 2 1
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² 2:  N  a . If y, a  1, replace y with ya , another representative of2 1 2 1
yK . Then the following hold:1
2 2  y  K 	G N , y , a  1,1 1 2 ‡Ž .² :     y , a  K 	N  a , a , y , x  c.3 1 3 1 3
² : 2 ² 2 2:  Let H y, a . Then H  y , a contains one of G, a N ,2 2 2 2
   G, y and G, a y . Assume that one of the latter two cases occurs.2
  2   2 2Whichever of G, y H or G, a y H holds, then cH , as2
      2   2 c x, y  x, a y , and also a , y H , because a , a y  a a , y2 3 3 2 2 3
2 2 2 ² 2:and a H . The former relation gives H  c, a  V , which in turn2 2 4
2   2 2 2   2 Ž .implies y  1 and a , a  a a cH . Thus a , y H and ‡ yield1 3 1 2 3
  2 2 ² 2: ² 2: 2 2a , y  1. Moreover y H 	N  ca  a ; hence y  a . Now3 1 2 4 4
² : 2 ² 2 2:consider the abelian subgroup A y, a . We have A  a , a N .3 4 3 4
This is impossible by property core-2, since then A2 contains neither
     G, a N nor any of G, y and G, a y , given that these two latter3 3 2
2 ² 2 2:subgroups both contain c. This contradiction proves that H  y , a 2
2 2 ² 2: 2 2 2N . Then y H 	N  a and y  a . This also means y 2 1 1 1
Ž .2 ² :a a , which suggests that we apply property core-2 to U y, a a . As1 4 1 4
   above, commuting with x gives c G, y 	 G, a a y . Furthermore, for1 4
 4 Ž .  all i 1, 2, 3, 4 we have a a  a Z C and so C, a a N , because of1 4 i 1 4 i
one of the observations made at the beginning of this proof. Thus c
  2  G, a a as well. So cU by core-2. On the other hand from y, a a1 4 1 4
      2 ² 2   : y, a bx  y, a x  y, a c we get U  a , y, a c . As c1 3 3 1 3
2  2    a y, a c because a N , we must have c y, a c. Thus y, a  11 3 1 3 3 3
² : 2 ² 2 2:  again, and A y, a is abelian. Now A  a , a , so a , a 3 1 3 2 3
  2 2   2a , ya  a  A . Hence property core-2 yields G, y  A . Therefore2 3 2
  2 ² 2: ² :a , y  A 	N  a . Finally consider V y, a . The above yields1 1 1 1
2 ² 2:     2V  a . From c G, y 	 G, a y it follows that V does not con-1 1
     tain any of G, a , G, y , and G, a y . By core-2 this is a contradiction,1 1
which proves the lemma.
3. CORE-2 GROUPS WITH NONCENTRAL INVOLUTIONS
In this section we shall examine those core-2 nilpotent groups of class 2
that have some element of order 2 not contained in the centre. It turns out
that such groups must either have elements of breadth 1 or central factor
group of order 8. By Lemma 2.3 this implies that the theorem in the
introduction holds for such groups.
Throughout this section, if x is a nontrivial element of the 2-group G
 ² : ² : ² :we shall write x for the element of order 2 in x ; that is, x  Soc x .
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LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
G has a noncentral inolution a and no elements of breadth 1. Assume that
 Ž .  ² :GZ G  8. Then, for eery bG
 a Z,
Ž .i at least one element h among b and ab has breadth 2 in G and is
  ² : ² :such that G, h  h  a, h ;
Ž .  Ž . ii if GZ G  16 only one of b and ab has breadth 2 in G.
² :Proof. Apply the core-2 property to the subgroup H a, b . For
 4   2 2 ² 2  :some h a, b, ab we have G, h  Soc H . Now, H  b , a, b 
²Ž .2  : Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .ab , a, b , so br h  2. As b a Z G we have h Z G . ThenG
Ž . Ž .br h  2 since G has no elements of breadth 1. Lemma 2.2 iv givesG
Ž . 2br a  2; hence h a. It also follows that H is not cyclic, so thatG
2 ² 2: ² :   2 ² : ² : Ž .H  h  a, h and G, h  Soc H  h  a, h . Part i is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .proved. To prove ii note first that Lemma 2.2 iv yields C b 	 C abG G
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . C a  a Z G . Since a C b it follows that C b 	 C ab G G G G
Ž .  Ž . Z G . If both b and ab have breadth 2 this implies GZ G  16. Thus
Ž .also ii is proved.
For the sake of later reference we state the next obvious remark as a
lemma. The following one also is doubtless well known.
 LEMMA 3.2. Let b and c be elements of the group G such that G, b 	
    Ž . Ž . Ž .G, c  1. Then b, c  1 and C bc  C b 	 C c .G G G
Ž .    c  1Proof. Let g C bc . Then bc, g  1 and so b, g  c, g G
    Ž . Ž .G, b 	 G, c  1. Thus g C b 	 C c . The statement follows.G G
LEMMA 3.3. For a prime p, let A be an elementary abelian p-group of rank
greater than 3. Let S be a set of subgroups of A such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
Ž . 2i eery element of S has order p ;
Ž .ii eery two different elements of S hae nontriial intersection;
Ž .iii A is generated by the elements of S .
Then  S has order p.
Proof. Let H and K be two distinct elements of S . We shall show that
Ž .every element of S contains the nontrivial subgroup H	 K. Consider
elements of S not contained in HK first. Let X S be such that
 XHK. Then X	HK  p. Both X	H and X	 K are nontrivial and
 contained in X	HK ; hence X	H X	HK X	 K. As H	 K 
p this gives H	 K X. Now let Y be an element of S contained in HK.
Ž .Since HK has rank 3, by condition iii there exists X S such that
XHK. Then 1 X	 Y X	HK , and the latter intersection is H	 K
by the above. So H	 K X	 Y Y. This proves that  SH	 K.
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LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
G has a noncentral inolution a and no elements of breadth 1. Let B b
Ž . 4  Ž . G 	 br b  2 and further assume that GZ G  16. Then:G
Ž .    i for eery b, cB we hae b, G 	 c, G  1;
Ž .  ²  :ii G  b, G 	 bB ;
Ž .     iii if G  8 then  b, G has order 2.b B
   Proof. Let b, cB and assume that b, G 	 c, G  1. Then A
² :      b, c is abelian by Lemma 3.2. Further, b  b, G and c  c, G by
  ² : ² :Lemma 3.1; hence b  c , so A b  c . By the core-2 property
2 ²  :    4 Soc A  b , c  x, G for some x b, c, bc . If x b then c 
   b, G 	 c, G , a contradiction, so x b. Similarly x c. Hence x bc.
Ž . Ž . Ž .In particular, br bc  2, so that Lemma 3.2 gives C bc  C b G G G
Ž .     C c . Also, for suitable u and  in G we have b, u  b  bc,  . ThenG
        Ž . Ž .c,   b, u  b, G 	 c, G  1. Hence   C c  C bc , whichG G
   Ž .is impossible as bc,   b  1. This proves i .
Ž .  4Part ii follows from the fact that G is generated by a B, because of
Ž .     Lemma 3.1 i . Finally, if G  8, we may apply Lemma 3.3 to S G, b
4  	 bB to obtain that K b, G has order 2.b B
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
G has a noncentral inolution a and no elements of breadth 1. Further assume
  Ž . ² :that GZ  16, where Z Z G . Then all elements of G
 a Z hae the
same order exp G and exp G 2 exp Z.
Moreoer, if 2 exp G 4 then the mapping gG g 2 1 G is an
² : ² :endomorphism whose kernel is a Z and which maps eery gG
 a Z
to g.
Proof. The core of the proof is the following claim:
² : Ž . Ž .Let b be an element of minimal order in G
 a Z. If  b  exp Z
then:
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .i  b  exp Z and Z z  Z where exp Z  exp Z and1 1
  z  a, b ;
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž 2 .  ii for all cG
 a, b Z we have  b   c and c* a, b .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To prove this claim, let z Z be such that  b   z . By Lemma 2.2 iv
² : Ž . Ž .all involutions in G lie in a Z; hence  b  2 and  ab  2. Also
Ž .4 4 Ž . Ž .ab  b by Lemma 2.1, so  b   ab . In view of Lemma 3.1, at the
Ž .expense of replacing b by ab we may assume that br b  2 and henceG
  ² : ² : Ž .    b, G  b  a, b . Of course br zb  2 and so b, G  zb, GG
²Ž .: ² : Ž . ² : ² : ² : zb  a, b . The minimality of  b yields b, z  b  z .
Ž .    Ž . Ž .Then zb is either z or z b , according to whether  b   z or
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . b   z ; in any case zb  b . Also, by the above, zb 
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²  : ² : Ž .      Ž . b*, a, b 
 a, b . Hence zb  a, b b ; that is, a, b  zb b .
Ž . Ž .    Assume that  b   z . Then a, b  z b . On the other hand z has a
power z of the same order as b. By substituting z for z in the argument1 1
Ž .     just set out we get z b  z b and a, b  z . This is a contradiction1 1 1
  Ž . Ž .   because z  z . Therefore  b   z and so a, b  z . This also1
 shows that a, b belongs to all cyclic subgroups of maximal order in Z.
Ž .Part i of the claim follows.
² : Ž . Ž .Now let cG
 a, b Z. Assume that  c   b . Then we can re-
Ž .     place b with c in part i and obtain a, c  z  a, b . This yields
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .bc C a  a Z, contrary to our choice of c. Thus  c   b . HenceG
2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .  c  Z and  b   c . By i it follows that  b   c and a, b 
Ž 2 . c  c , so the claim is proved.
To complete the proof, now pick an element b of minimal order in
² : Ž . e Ž . Ž .G
 a Z and assume that  b  2  exp G. Then  b  exp Z , be-
2 Ž . cause G  Z. Since e 1 by Lemma 2.2 iv , and exp G  2, the mapping
 : xG x 2 eG is an endomorphism. The above claim implies that
² : ² :  ² :   ker  a, b Z and im  a, b . Thus G a, b Z  2 and GZ
Ž . Ž . 8, a contradiction. Therefore  b  exp G. This makes part ii of the
Ž .claim impossible; hence we also have  b  exp Z. This proves the first
paragraph of the statement. Finally, if exp G 4 the fact that the mapping
in the statement is an endomorphism follows since exp G 2; the rest is
an immediate consequence of what was just proved.
LEMMA 3.6. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
G has a noncentral inolution a and no elements of breadth 1. Then
 Ž . GZ G  16.
Ž .  Proof. Let Z Z G and suppose that GZ  16. The proof is split
 Ž .into two cases, according to the exponent of G. Let B bG 	 br bG
4 ² :   2 . Also let C a Z and note GC  8.
Case 1: exp G 4. By appealing to the final clause in the statement of
Lemma 3.5 for justifying  , we can define the following two monomor-
phisms from GC to Soc G2:
1, if g C  : gC a, g ,  : gC ½ g , otherwise.
  Since b  a, b for all bB, because of Lemma 3.1, the mapping
1, if g C
2   : gCGC  Soc G½  g , a g , otherwise
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is also a monomorphism. For a fixed bB consider the preimages
Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž . 1F G, b  , P G, b  , and R G, b  . Every nontrivial
element of GC can be written as gC for some gB, by Lemma 3.1. By
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . the same lemma and Lemma 3.4 i one of gC , gC , and gC
 belongs to G, b . This proves that F P RGC, which is a contra-
 diction since each of F, P, and R has order 4 while GC  16.
        Case 2: exp G 4. Since G, a  GC  8 we have G  8 and
Ž .are in position to apply Lemma 3.4 iii . Let z be the nontrivial element of
        4 b, G . For all bB we have z b , a, b , a, b b , in view ofb B
Ž .  Ž . ² :Lemma 3.1 i . We shall show that z b . Let u C b 
 b Z. ByG
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² :Lemma 2.2 iv or by Lemma 3.5 the subgroup b, u  b  u is
Ž .homocyclic of exponent 4 . By the core-2 property the Frattini subgroup
² 2 2: ² :    4b , u of b, u is G, x for some x b, u, bu . Then xB and so
  ² 2 2:  Ž . z G, x  b , u . As C b Z  8 we may choose two elements cG
Ž .and d in C b in such a way that b, c, and d are independent modulo C.G
Applying the last remark to c, d, and cd gives
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4  4z b , c , b c 	 b , d , b d 	 b , cd , b cd .Ž . Ž . 4
2 2 Ž .2Suppose that z b . Then z is one of c and bc . At the expense of
replacing c with bc if necessary we may assume that z c2. Similarly, we
2 Ž .2 ² :may assume that z d . If z cd too, then c, d Q , which is8
Ž . 2Ž .2   Ž .2impossible by Lemma 2.2 ii . Therefore z b cd , whence c, d  cd
2 ² : b z. Now consider the subgroup H bc, bd . What was just worked
Ž .2 Ž .2 2    out gives bc  bd  b z c, d  bc, bd . Thus either HQ a8
contradiction againor H is abelian; hence b2 z 1. Therefore z b2, as
claimed.
What we have proved is that all elements of breadth 2 in G have the
Ž . ² : Ž .same square z. Let again bB. For all u C b 
 b we have br uG G
2 2 ² : 2, as u  b . Hence applying the property core-2 to b, u yields
² 2 2:   Ž .b , u  G, b . Once again choose two elements c and d in C bG
² : ² 2 2:   ² 2 2:which are independent modulo b Z. Then b , c  G, b  b , d ,
2  2 Ž .24 2 2so c  d , bd . Without loss of generality assume that c  d . Then
² :the Frattini subgroup of K c, d has rank at most 2. However, c, d,
and cd have breadth greater than 2. Property core-2 makes this impossi-
ble.
 Lemma 3.6, together with 3, Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 2.3, proves the
special case of the theorem that we are considering in this section, namely
that every core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2 containing a noncentral
element of order 2 has an abelian subgroup of index 4. Moreover, more
structure information is available for such groups.
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2 contain-
ing a noncentral inolution. Then either
Ž .i G has an element of breadth 1 or
Ž . Ž .ii GZ G has order 8.
Ž .In both cases G has a normal abelian subgroup of index 4.
Proof. As just remarked, the final clause holds. We shall assume that
 G has no element of breadth 1 and we shall prove that GZ  8, where
Ž .  Z Z G . Suppose to the contrary that G : Z  8. Lemma 3.6, the
absence of elements of breadth 1, and the fact that G is not abelian yield
   Ž . 4GZ  16. Let B bG 	 br b  2 and let A be the set of allG
abelian subgroups of index 4 in G. Each element of A contains Z;
otherwise G would have an abelian subgroup of index 2, contrary to
Ž . ² :Lemma 2.2 v . For every bB the subgroup b Z is central and maximal
Ž .in C b , which is therefore abelian. From this remark it follows thatG
B A
Z .Ž .
AA
Moreover, the latter is a disjoint union. Indeed, let U, V A. If U V and
Ž .U	 V Z then UV G and so U	 V Z by Lemma 2.2 v again. But
   4this is impossible as G : U	 V  8. Let B bZ 	 bB . For every
A A the set A
Z is the union of three elements of B; hence 3 divides
  ² :B . Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 each nontrivial coset of a Z in G contains
   at least one element of B, so B  7. Therefore B  7 and there exists
 uG such that both u and au belong to B. As u, au  1 we have that
Ž . Ž .A  C u and A  C au are distinct elements of A. Choose  1 G 2 G
² : ² :  4A 
 u Z and w A 
 au Z, so that a, u,  , w is a basis of G modulo1 2
Z. At least one of w and aw has breadth 2; call it x. Similarly, there
 4 Ž . Ž .exists y uw, auw 	B. Both A  C x and A  C y are in A3 G 4 G
and are of course different from each of A and A . If A  A , then1 2 3 4
xy A . But xy is congruent to either u or au modulo Z, so one of u and3
au belongs to A . This is certainly false as A 	 A  A 	 A  Z. Thus3 1 3 2 3
     A  A . Hence A  4 and so B  3 A  12. Since there are 153 4
Ž .nontrivial cosets of Z in G and aZB by Lemma 2.2 iv , it follows that
   4B  12 and A A , A , A , A . Hence exactly two of the 14 cosets of1 2 3 4
Z in G different from Z and aZ contain elements of breadth more than 2.
Thus, at least two elements of A have the property that for each element
g they contain, ag is also in B. Without loss of generality we may assume
that A and A have this property. In particular, a and au are in B.1 2
 They do not commute, as u, a  1. Therefore one of them belongs to
A , and the other one belongs to A . It follows that for one of the sets3 4
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Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . 4a x, au y and a y, au x the following condition is satisfied: of
its two elements one belongs to A , the other to A , hence they are not3 4
congruent modulo Z and do not lie in A  A . A simple direct check1 2
 4shows that this is impossible: working out the first pair, from x w, aw
Ž .we get that a x is congruent modulo Z to either aw or w, but the latter
Ž .has to be excluded since w A , so a xZ awZ. Similarly from y2
 4 Ž .uw, auw it follows that au yZ awZ; thus we get the contradiction
Ž . Ž .a xZ au yZ. Analogous computation for the second pair gives
Ž . Ž .a yZ uwZ au xZ, a contradiction again. This proves our state-
ment.
It is worth noting that it is indeed possible for groups like those in the
statement of Proposition 3.7 to have no elements of breadth 1. This is
shown by the next example. At the other extreme, it is clear that a
² :semidirect product A
 a , where A is an abelian group of exponent 4
and a has order 2 and acts on A like the inversion map, satisfies the
hypothesis of Proposition 3.7 and can be made to have central factor group
of arbitrarily high cardinality.
² : Ž . ² : ² :EXAMPLE 3.8. Let M L z , where  z  2 and L u 
 
is the nonabelian semidirect product of two cyclic groups order 4. For each
 4 ² :i 1, 2, 3 let G M
 w , where w has order 2 and acts on M asi i i
specified here:
w : u uz ,  1 u2 , z z ;1
2w : u u ,  z , z z ;2
1 2w : u u  ,  z , z z .3
   Ž . 2 ² 2 2 : Ž .Then G  64 and G  Z G G  u ,  , z . Both Z G andi i i i i
Ž .GZ G are elementary abelian of order 8. All noncentral elements of Gi i i
have breadth 2. Of course w is a noncentral involution.i
Let G be any of the groups G . We want to prove that G is core-2.i
 Assume that this is false. Then HH  2 for some HG. Since allG
Žgroups of order 16 and nilpotency class 2 are core-2 because their centres
.      have index 4 it follows that HH  32 and H  2. Also, H  2;G G
hence DH	M 1. As all involutions of M are central in G it follows
 that H has order 2 and is the socle of D. Thus H  8. Assume thatG
      HM. Since H	G H and so H : H	G  4 M : G we haveG
MHG. Thus HM and MH has exponent 2, as also happens for
 2   2 MG . Hence M H	G H , which is false as M  4. ThereforeG
 HM. It follows that D  4. Hence D is cyclic since its socle H hasG
² : 2 2 ² 2 2: 2 Ž .order 2; say D d . Also, H D M  u ,  . Since G  Z GG
it even holds that H 2H .G
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Set w w and let hH
D. Then hmw for some mM. Fori
 4 Ž  .2 2 2    2either  0, 1 we have d mw H M . Hence d m, w M . It
    2follows that both d, w and m, w are in M . From this and from the
description of the conjugation action of w on M, since zM 2 one gets
² :  ² : that both d and m lie in  G if i 1 or in u G if i 1. In either
  ² :case d, m  1. But D d  H; hence D must be normalized by w,
  ² 2:which amounts to saying that d, w  d . Suppose that i 1. Then
 Ž . 2 2    dG , as  d  4, so d  and d, w   , w but, on the other
  2 2 ² 2:hand,  , w  u    . If i 1 we obtain an analogous inconsistency
  ² 2:from u, w  u . These contradictions prove that each of the groups
G , G , and G is core-2.1 2 3
The above examples are somehow typical, according to the next proposi-
tion.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let G be a core-2 finite 2-group of nilpotency class 2
  and breadth 2. If G  8 then G has no elements of breadth 1.
 Proof. 8, Lemma 2.4 shows that G has a 3-generator subgroup H
such that H G. It is clear that if u,  , and w are any three elements
 ² : ² : ² :generating H then H  u,   u, w   , w , so that each of
   4the subgroups h, H with h u,  , w has order 4 and coincides with
 h, G , and the intersection of these three subgroups is trivial.
Ž .Let xG. We want to prove that br x  1. To this end assume firstG
  ² :  4that x, H  1 and let H u,  , w . Then, for all h u,  , w we have
             xh, H  h, H . Since xh, G  4 this gives xh, G  h, H  h, G ,
         from which it follows that x, G  h, G . Hence x, G  u, G 	  , G
  Ž .	 w, G  1 and x Z G . So our result is proved in this case and we
  Ž . ² :may assume that x, H  1. Let C C x . Then H u,  , w forH
 suitable u,  , wH
C. Suppose that H : C  2. Then for every h
 4 ² :        u,  , w it holds that H C h , so xh, C  h, C  h, H  h, G
     and xh, G  h, G by comparison of orders. It follows that x, G 
 h, G . This leads to a contradiction as for the previous case. Hence
  Ž .H : C  2 and so br x  2, as wished.G
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
This final section is devoted to proving the main result of the paper. Let
us start with two lemmas in the spirit of Lemma 2.2.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Assume that
  G has a maximal subgroup M such that M  2. Then M has an abelian
subgroup of index 2, or some element of G
M has order 2, or G has
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some element of breadth 1. In any case G has a normal abelian subgroup of
index 4.
Proof. Assume that none of the three possibilities occurs. Since G has
Ž . Ž . Ž .no element of breadth 1, Lemma 2.2 v yields Z Z G  Z M .
2 Ž .Let a be an element in G
M. Then a  1. For every x C a weM
Ž . Ž .    Ž . Ž .have br x  br x  1, as M  2; hence C a  Z. Thus br a G M M G
  n   n, where MZ  2 . We claim that M is not contained in M, a .
      Otherwise u, a M for some uM
Z, so u, a  u,  for some
Ž 1 .other  M, but this is impossible as C a  Z. Let N be a normalM
 subgroup of M, maximal with respect to the conditions M, a N and
  N	M  1. By 3, Lemma 2.6 , the quotient MN is isomorphic to the
central product of D and Q . In particular, MN has a noncentral8 8
 element xN of order 2 and its centre has index 16. Thus MZ  16 and
so all elements of G
M have breadth greater than 3. Hence, if H
² :   2 ² 2   2: x, a , the core-2 property gives G, x H  x , x, a , a . Now M 
    2    2M, x  G, x . Since x , x, a N and M N it follows that a N.
Hence GN is isomorphic to the central product of D , Q , and a cyclic8 8
group of order 4. This is impossible because such a product has a subgroup
isomorphic to V that intersects the centre trivially; hence it cannot be a4
core-2 group.
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a core-2 nilpotent 2-group of class 2. Let A be a
Ž . Ž .homocyclic subgroup of G of rank 3 and such that AZ G Z G has rank 2.
Ž .Then there exists x A such that br x  1.G
Ž . ² : ² :Proof. For suitable a, b A and c Z G we have A a  b
² : ² : ² : ² : c . Let H be any of the four subgroups a, b , ac, b , a, bc ,
² :ac, bc . Assume that none of a, b, and ab has breadth 1 in G. By the
2   2core-2 property there exists hH
H such that G, h H . Clearly
        Ž .    G, h is one of G, a , G, b , and G, ab , as c Z G . Thus G, h  4
  Ž .and so G, h  Soc H . However, the four subgroups considered for H
 have pairwise different socles, while, as just seen, G, h may range over
three possible values only, a contradiction.
We are now in a position to prove the theorem. By the Mal’cev local
theorem it will be enough to prove it for finite groups. Arguing by means
of contradiction, assume that the finite-2 group G is a minimal counterex-
ample; that is to say, G is a core-2 group of nilpotency class 2 of the
Ž .minimal possible order for having no normal abelian subgroup of index 4.
We will reach a contradiction after several steps, as follows.
Ž .    Let Z Z G . From 3, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 we get GZ  32 and
  G  8. Also, G has no element of breadth 1, by Lemma 2.3. Further-
more, Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 4.1 show that every element of order 2
  in G is central and M  2 for every maximal subgroup M of G.
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 By minimality of G every maximal subgroup and every proper quotient
of G has a normal abelian subgroup of index less than or equal to 4. It
follows that if we let
  4A AG 	 A is abelian and G : A  8 and
     4L LG 	 GL  4 and L  2
then we have:
1. Eery maximal subgroup of G contains some element of A.
2. For eery subgroup X of order 2 in Z there exists L L such that
L X.
Ž .Thus every maximal subgroup of G must contain Z, since A C AG
for all A A, and every subgroup of order 2 in Z is contained in G.
Hence:
2  Ž .3. ZG and G  Soc Z .
We want to show that every element of L has an abelian subgroup of
index 2. To this end, let L be the set of all elements of L that have1
an abelian subgroup of index 2 and let L  L 
 L . If L L then2 1 1
 Ž .    LZ L  4, as L  2, while elements of L have centre of index 16,2
 according to 3, Lemma 2.6 . Other easy remarks are:
Ž .4. For eery L L we hae Z L, and L C x for eeryG
x L
Z.
Indeed, that Z is contained in every L L follows from lemma 4.1: if
² :there existed z Z
L then M L z would be either G or a maximal
subgroup of G with derived subgroup M  L of order 2. The second part
Ž .  of 4 is also clear since G : L  4 and x cannot have breadth 1 in G.
Ž .5. Let L, K L . If G LK then Z Z L 	 K.
Ž . Ž . Ž .For, let x Z L 	 K. If x Z then L	 K C x by 4 . NowK
Ž .   G LK yields br x  2, which is impossible since K  2.K
 6. If L  then GZ  32.1
Ž .   To prove this statement, let L L . By 2 and since G  2 there1
exists K L such that L  K . Then D L	 K is abelian. If G LK
Ž . Ž . Ž .then Z Z L 	D by 5 . Now LDZ L ; otherwise L would be
   Ž .   abelian. Since L : D  4 L : Z L it follows that L : Z  8 and so
 GZ  32. Otherwise, if LKG then D is maximal in both L and K.
Ž . Ž .Hence K L . Again LDZ L , so Z L is a maximal subgroup of D.1
Ž .  Ž . Ž .  Ž .For the same reason Z K  D. Thus D : Z L 	 Z K  4. Now 4
Ž . Ž .  implies Z L 	 Z K  Z, and we get GZ  32, as required.
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 7. L L and GZ  32.1
Ž .Suppose that L . Let L L . Assume that Z Z L and let2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .x Z L 
Z. Then L C x by 4 , and Lemma 2.3 proves that L hasG
an abelian subgroup of index 2. This is impossible by definition of L .2
Ž .   Ž .Therefore Z Z L . Hence GZ  64. By 6 it follows that L .1
Now let A and B be different elements of A. Then Z C A	 B
Ž .  Z AB . If ABG then GAB has order 2 or 4, so G : C  32 and
  Ž .Z C. If GAB  2 then C Z by Lemma 2.2 v , a contradiction; if
  Ž .GAB  4 then Z AB  C has index 4 in AB and it follows that
AB L , again a contradiction. Therefore G AB and so A	 B Z.1
2 Ž .Since G  Z it follows that G has exactly 63 maximal subgroups. By 1
and by what just proved each of these maximal subgroups contains exactly
one element of A. On the other hand every element of A is contained in
 precisely 7 maximal subgroups of G. Therefore A  637 9. For each
 Ž .  4XG such that Z X let X  XZ 
 Z , the set of all nontrivial
 cosets of Z in X. By the above and by comparing orders the set A 	 A
4    Ž .A is a partition of G . Now let L L . Then A 	 L  A	 L for
Ž . 4 every A A and A	 L 	 A A is a partition of L in seven blocks.
   Ž . As L  15 there must exist A A such that A	 L  3, which
Ž .     amounts to saying that A	 L Z  2. As G : L  4 and G : A  8
  Ž . we have G : A	 L  32 and so Z A	 L. It follows that A	 L Z
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 and G AL. Let x A	 L 
Z. Then br x  br x  1, aG L
Ž .  contradiction. This proves that L L . Now 6 gives GZ  32.1
The next step in the proof will consist in bounding the possible size of
G to 8.
Let B be the set of all elements of breadth 2 in G. For all bB we
Ž . shall write b for the set bZ which is still contained in B ; let B b 	 b
4B . Conversely, throughout this proof, a notation like b will always
refer to elements bB.
Ž .  Let bB and set L C b . Then GL  4, so that L is notG
  ² :abelian, and LZ  8. The centre of L contains b Z, of index 4 in L.
 Ž .    Hence LZ L  4 and so L  2 and L L . Therefore we can
Ž .consider the mapping bB C b  L . This mapping is bijective: itsG
² : Ž .inverse maps every L L to b, defined by the equality b Z Z L .
Ž .  4 Ž .Moreover B GZ 
 Z and, by 2 , the mapping L L from L to
the set of all subgroups of G of order 2 is surjective. Since the last set has
  cardinality G  1 we conclude that
       G  1 L  B  GZ  1 31. Ž .
     Ž .This implies that G  32. Furthermore, if G  32 then B GZ 

 4  Z , which means that G has breadth 2. By 9 this would imply that
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     G  8, a contradiction. Thus G  16. Define the equivalence relation
 in B by setting, for all x, yB,
    x y : G , x  G , y .
  Assume that G  16. To show that this assumption yields a contradic-
Ž .tion we shall consider two cases separately. First note that  gives
  ² :15 B . From this it follows that either V B G or V G. In
 ²  :either case G  G, b 	 bB .
   Case 1. For all x, yB, G, x 	 G, y  1.
 In this case Lemma 3.3 shows that U G, b has order 2. Ifb B
     x, yB and x y then x, y  G, x 	 G, y U. Since G U has
 rank 3 and is generated by the rank-1 subgroups G, b U, with b ranging
over a complete set of representatives of B modulo  , the quotient set
B has at least three elements. Choose yB by choosing yB in
the following way. Let X be a basis of VZ. If one of the  -equivalence
classes has no representative in X, let y be one element of this class.
Otherwise, one of the classes has only one representative in X, since
 X  5, and we can choose y to be that element of X. In either case
 4  x y for all x X
 y ; thus V, y U by the above remark. Now,
  Ž .G, y U, because br y  2; hence VG and so V G. By compar-G
 Ž .ing orders it follows that VB Z. For every cG 
1 step 2 pro-
 ² :  vides L L such that L  c . Now L : L	 V  2; hence there exists
Ž .   b L	 V 
Z L . By what was just observed bB and c L  L, b
     G, b . This proves that G  G, b . It follows that each of theb B
  seven subgroups of order 4 of G containing U is G, b for some bB.
 Thus B  7. Let R be a complete set of representatives of the
² : ² :  4   -equivalence classes. If R  VZ then R  R Z , because R
  7 and VK  16. In this case it is enough to replace one element in R
Žwith another element in the same  -equivalence class which is certainly
  .possible, as B  15 to obtain a complete set of representatives of the
 -equivalence classes that generates VZ. So we may assume that
² :R  VZ. Then, for any different elements x, y R we have x y and
  so x, y U. Hence V U. However, this is impossible because of
Lemma 4.1. Thus Case 1 is excluded.
   Case 2. There exist x, yB such that G, x 	 G, y  1.
     Ž .For such x and y we have G  G, x  G, y . Let C  C x ,x G
Ž . Ž . ² :C  C y , and C  C xy . By Lemma 3.2 we have x, y Z C y G x y G x y
  ² :  Ž  C 	 C . As GZ  32 and x, y ZZ  4 otherwise x y and G, xx y
 . ² : ² : G, y we have x, y Z C . If C  C then C  C and x, y Zx x y x x y
would be central in C , so the latter would be abelian. Hence C x x y
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² : Ž .x, y Z and br xy  3. This implies that B generates G, since VZG
contains at least 17 elements of GZ, namely Z, xyZ, and the elements of
   B. As G : C 	 C  8 we have G : C C  2; hence we can pick dx y x y
Ž . Ž .B
C C . Then C 	 C  Z, so GZ C Z  C Z . Clearly Cx y d x y x y d d
² : ² : ² : a, b, d Z, where a Z  C 	 C and b Z  C 	 C . Thusx d y d
       4 x, d , x, b , y, d , y, a is a basis of G .
We shall use this description of G to exhibit more elements of breadth
greater than 2 than G can contain. Besides xy other elements of breadth
at least 3 in G are:
  4those of the form g tab, where t x, y, xy .
Indeed, the description of a basis of G just given shows that the three
           commutators g, d  t, d , g, x  x, b and g, y  y, a are indepen-
 dent, so the rank of G, g is at least 3. Thus we have three cosets of Z in
G different from xyZ and consisting of elements of breadth greater than 2.
  4 ² :those of the form g tcd, where t x, y, xy , c a, b , and
 c, t  1.
  4For, let t be an element of x, y, xy different from t. Then the
               commutators g, c  t, c , g, d  t, d , and g, t  t , c t , d are in-
dependent. This provides seven further cosets mod Z not belonging to B:
two cosets each for t x and t y, three for t xy.
  4those of the form g td, where t x, y, xy again.
² :        For, choose c a, b such that c, t  1. Then g, c  t, c , g, x 
     x, d , and g, y  y, d are independent. This gives three other cosets
not in B.
The argument so far has provided 14 cosets of Z in G containing
    Želements of breadth greater than 2. Since GZ  32 and B  15 and
.taking into account the trivial coset Z , to get a contradiction it will be
enough to exhibit three more such cosets. To this end we turn our
 attention to k a, b . Certainly k 1; otherwise C would be abelian.d
  ²    :   ²    :Since G, ad  x, y , y, ad , k and G, bd  y, d , x, bd , k we
have
² :   br ad  2  k x , d , y , ad ,Ž .G
² :   br bd  2  k y , d , x , bd .Ž .G
²   : ²   :As x, d , y, ad 	 y, d , x, bd  1 one of the two conditions fails,
and one of ad and bd has breadth greater than 2. Of course neither of ad
and bd belong to any of the 14 cosets modulo Z already listed. To find two
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more cosets not in B consider xa, ya, xb, and yb. We have
² :       G , xa  x , d , y , a , x , b k ,
² :     G , ya  y , d , y , a , k ,
² :     G , xb  x , d , x , b , k ,
² :       G , yb  y , d , x , b , y , a k ;
hence
² :     br xa  2  k x , b x , d , y , a ;Ž .G
² :   br ya  2  k y , d , y , a ;Ž .G
² :   br xb  2  k x , d , x , b ;Ž .G
² :     br yb  2  k y , a y , d , x , b .Ž .G
 ²   : ²   : ²   : Since x, b x, d , y, a 	 y, d , y, a   x, d , x, b 	 y,
²   :a y, d , x, b we conclude that at least one of xa and ya and one of xb
and yb has breadth greater than 2. Now we have found that at least 17
cosets of Z in G consist of elements of breadth more than 2, and this
leads to a contradiction. Thus also Case 2 is impossible and we have
proved:
  8. G  8.
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, G  Soc Z by 3 ; hence 8 means that Z has rank 3. We shall
prove that ZG, i.e., that G has exponent 4.
Ž . 4As exp G  2 the mapping gG g G is an endomorphism;
 4 4 Ž . 4thus W gG 	 g  1 is a normal subgroup of G and GWG
2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž Z . Hence 3 rk Z  r rk Z  rk GWZ for the last equality
2 Ž .. Ž .recall that ZG from 3 . In particular rk WZZ  5 r 2. As
regards squares of noncentral elements we have:
9. For all gG
Z we have g 2 Z 2.
Otherwise g 2 z 2 for some z Z and gz1 would be a noncentral
element of order 2.
Keeping in mind that G is the socle of Z we can therefore consider the
mapping defined by gZ g 2Z 2 from the set of all nontrivial cosets of Z
in WZ to the set of all nontrivial cosets of Z 2 in GZ 2. We claim that the
image I of this mapping has more than one element. If not, let x and y
Žbe elements of W independent modulo Z such elements do exist, as
Ž . . 2 2 2 2 Ž .2 2rk WZZ  2 . Then x Z  y Z  xy Z is the only element of I.
2 Ž .2Then x  yc for some c Z; at the expense of substituting yc for y
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2 2   Ž .2 2 2we may assume that x  y . Then x, y  xy  x z for some z Z.
2 2    Now let x  xz and y  yz. Then x  y  x, y  x , y and so1 1 1 1 1 1
² : Ž .  x , y Q , a contradiction by Lemma 2.2 ii . Hence I  1, which1 1 8
  2 2  2  Ž 2 .implies G Z Z  2. Therefore Z 	G  Soc Z has order at most
Ž .2; i.e., r 1. Suppose that r 1. Then rk WZZ  5 r 4. By mini-
  Ž  Ž .  .mality of G or because WZ W  16 W contains an abelian subgroup
A of index 4. Pick two elements a and b independent modulo Z and
² : ² : ² :belonging to A. Then a, b  a  b , since Soc A Z. Let c be an
Ž . ² :element of order 4 in Z. It follows from 9 that a, b, c is homocyclic; by
Lemma 4.2 this is impossible. This contradiction proves that r 0, so
Ž 2 . Ž .exp G  exp Z  2. Whence:
Ž .10. exp G  4.
Look back at the equivalence relation  over B introduced by proving
Ž .8 . For all x, yB, we have x y if and only if the maximal subgroups
      Ž . G, x and G, y of G coincide. Let M G and UM Z GM . 3,
Ž .   Lemma 2.6 i shows that GU is either 4 or 16; hence the set U 
Ž .  4  UZ 
 Z is not empty. For all xU
Z we have G, x M, as
Ž .  br x  1. Hence U is an equivalence class with respect to  . Since GG
has seven maximal subgroups, then B is split into seven  -equivalence
classes. Moreover each class U may only have order 1 or 7, according to
   whether GU  16 or GU  4. The latter case may occur for at most
one class. For, if M and N are different maximal subgroups of G such
Ž . Ž . Žthat both UM Z GM and VN Z GN have index 4 in GM
.and GN respectively , then ZU	 V and, for any xU	 V 
Z,
  Ž .since G, x M	N we would have br x  1, a contradiction.G
 Thus either B  7 and  is the equality relation in B or there is
 one  -class of order 7 and B  13.
ˆŽ .Let us now define a simple, nondirected graph B whose vertices are
the elements of B and two of them, say x and y, are adjacent if and only
 if x, y  1 and x y.
Ž . ² :11. Let bB and let L C b . Then L b, u,  Z for someG
ˆu,  B. Hence eery ertex of B has alency at least 2.
Indeed, assume that the first part of the statement fails for b. As LZ
² : Ž .has rank 3 there exists u L
 b Z such that br x  2 for everyG
² :x L
 b, u Z. By property core-2, for such an x we must have
22 22 2 2² : ² : ² : b , x  b , x  G , b  b , ux  b , ux .² :Ž .
2 Ž .2 2 Ž .2Then one of the following holds: either x  ux or x  bux . Since
2 Ž .2we may substitute bu for u if necessary, we may assume that x  ux ,
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2   ² :2 ² 2 2:so u  u, x . Then u, x  u , x has rank 2 at most, and again by
² 2 2:   2  core-2 we get u , x  G, u . Similarly, from u  u, bx it follows that
² 2 2 2: ² :2   ² 2 2 2: ² 2 2: 2u , b x  u, bx  G, u ; hence u , b x  u , x  V . As b4
 1 it follows that x 2 u2 b2 x 2, so u2 b2 and u1 b is a noncentral
Ž .element of order 2, a contradiction. This proves the first part of 11 . The
rest is an immediate consequence: if u,  B are as in the statement then
u and  are distinct and both adjacent to b.
ˆ12. Let b be a ertex of alency 2 in B. Let u and  be the two
Ž . ² :  ² 2:elements of B such that L C b  b, u,  . Then L  b andG
2   ² 2 2 2:   ² 2 2:u  G, b  b , u  . Furthermore G, u  u , b .
By hypothesis the only elements of breadth 2 in G lying in L are those
² :congruent to b, u, or  modulo Z. Therefore no element of H bu, b
2 ² 2 2 2 2  :has breadth 2 and property core-2 shows that H  b u , b  , u, 
   ² 2 2 2 2:has rank 3 and so coincides with G . Hence u,   b u , b  . Again
² :2 ² 2 2 2 :  by core-2 we also have b, u  b , u  u,   G, b  V , which4
  2 2 2   ² 2 2 2:yields u,   b u  . We claim u,   b , u ,  . Indeed, if this is
    ² :2false then property core-2 and the fact that u,   bu,   b, u yield
² 2 2: ² :2  b , u  b, u  G, b . By comparing this with the previous descrip-
    ² 2 2 2:tion of G, b we obtain u,   b , u ,  , so that our claim is proved.
     2 2 24The information collected so far on u,  shows that u,   b , u ,  .
 2 ² 2: ² 2: ² 2:It follows that G H  b  u   .
  2 ² :2   ² :2Suppose that u,   u . Then u, b  V and G, u  u, b 4
² 2 2 2: 2  u , b  by core-2. By the same property, since   G, u and so
² :2   ² :2   2    u,   G, u we have u,   G,  . Hence b  G, u  G,  . By
² :2   ² :2using property core-2 once more it follows that b, u  G, b  b,  .
 ² 2 2 2:     2Then G  b , u ,   G, b , a contradiction. Thus u,   u . Sub-
  2stituting  for u in the previous argument gives u,    . Therefore
  2  ² :   ² 2 2 2 : ² 2u,   b . Finally, L  u,  and G, b  b , u  u,   b ,
2 2: 2   ² :2   Ž .u  . Thus u  G, b and core-2 shows that u, b  G, u . So 12 is
proved.
ˆA further consequence is that u cannot have valency 2 in B. For, if it
Ž . Ž .had then we could apply 12 to u in place of b; from b C u it wouldG
2   Ž .follow that b  G, u , against the last clause in the statement of 12 .
Ž .Since a vertex x is adjacent to b if and only if xB	 C b this remarkG
proves next statement.
ˆ13. B has no adjacent ertices of alency 2.
ˆ14. B has no subgraph of the form
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² :Indeed, if such a subgraph exists then the subgroup A a, c Z is
² :abelian of index 8 in G and is central in B a, b, c, d Z. Now, B A,
because BZ has at least four nontrivial elements. So A is not self-
centralizing and G has an abelian subgroup of index 4, a contradiction.
An equivalence relation  can be defined in B by setting x y :
Ž . Ž .C x  C y , for all x, yB.G G
ˆ15. Assume that B has a subgraph of the form
Then a c and b d.
  Ž . Ž . Ž .For, a, c  1 by 14 . Now both C b and C d contain a and c;G G
² :hence they have a, c as a derived subgroup. So a c. Of course this
also yields b d.
 16. B  13.
To prove this equality it suffices to exclude the possibility that B has
 only seven elements. Suppose that B  7. The set 	 of all subgroups of
 Ž .order 2 of G has order 7. As seen above the mapping f : bB C bG
 	 is surjective. Hence f is bijective and x y x y for all x, yB.
ˆ ˆŽ .By 15 it follows that B has no circuit of length 4. Furthermore, if B has
a circuit of length 3 then this cannot involve any vertex of valency 2. For, if
ˆ Ž . ² :were a subgraph of B and b had valency 2 in B then C b  b, a, c ZG
Ž . Ž .by 11 , so that C b would be abelian of index 4 in G.G
ˆNext, B has no vertices of valency more than 3. Indeed, let bB and
Ž .L C b . Let the vertex x be adjacent to b; that is to say, xB	G
² :       L 
 b Z. For such an x we have L  L, x  G, x . Since G, x has
only three maximal subgroups the injectivity of the above mapping f gives
Ž .that the valency of x is at most 3 and hence either 2 or 3 by 11 . Let n be
the number of the vertices of valency 3. These are the only vertices of odd
ˆ Ž .valency in B; hence n is even. By 13 any vertex of valency 2 is adjacent
to two vertices of valency 3. If two different vertices of valency 2 were
ˆadjacent to the same two vertices then B would have a circuit of length 4,
which we have excluded. It follows that n 2. Assume that n 4.
Suppose first that one of the vertices of valency 3, say x, is adjacent to
Ž .each of the three vertices of valency 2; call them a, b, and c. By 12 we
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² 2: Ž . ² 2: Ž . ² 2: Ž .  have a  C a , b  C b , and c  C c , and also G, x G G G
² 2 2: ² 2 2: ² 2 2: 2 2 2 2a , x  b , x  c , x . Hence a , b , c , and x are four pair-
 wise different nontrivial elements of G, x , a plain contradiction. Having
disposed of this possibility, it is easy to see that the same argument used to
ˆexclude n 2 gives that the subgraph of B obtained by cancelling all
edges joining two vertices of valency 3 is one of the following types:
where the labelled vertices have valency 3 and the unlabelled ones have
valency 2. In the former case x cannot be adjacent to z; otherwise there
would be a circuit of length 3 involving a vertex of valency 2. Then x is
adjacent to both y and t thus giving rise to a circuit of length 4, which is
impossible. In the second case x must be adjacent to y, z, and t and again
Bˆ has circuits of length 4. This contradiction shows that n 4. The only
ˆpossibility left is n 6, which means that B has only one vertex, say a, of
valency 2. Let u and  be the vertices adjacent to a. Since there are
neither circuits of length 3 involving a nor circuits of length 4, drawing the
ˆedges of B with endpoint u or  gives a subgraph G:
The four unlabelled vertices, that have valency 1 in G, have valency 3 in
Bˆ. Let S be the subgraph on these four vertices whose edges are the
ˆedges of B not appearing in G. Each of the vertices will have valency 2 in
S ; hence the edges of S will give a circuit of length four. This is the final
 contradiction, which proves that B  13.
Now the description of the  -equivalence classes set out just before
Ž . Ž .  411 shows that G has a subgroup of index 4, say B, such that BZ 
 Z
is an equivalence class with respect to  , consisting of seven elements,
and the remaining six  -equivalence classes are singletons.
Moreover B is split into seven equivalence classes with respect to  . To
compute their possible sizes we first observe the following.
17. Let L, K be distinct elements of L such that L K . Then
LKG.
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  Indeed, assume that G LK. Then G, L	 K  L ; hence the ele-
ments of L	 K have breadth at most 1 in G. Thus L	 K Z, which is
 impossible since G : L	 K  16.
18. Each -equialence class has order 1 or 3.
Ž .Let a and b be different elements of B such that a b. Let L C aG
 Ž . Ž .and K C b , so L  K . Since xB C x  L is bijective it willG G
be enough to show that there exists exactly one more element U L such
  Ž .that U  L . By 17 we have M LK G. Let D L	 K. Hence
MD V and there exists exactly one subgroup strictly contained be-4
 tween D and M and different from L and K ; call it U. Now, D, M 
    Ž .   ŽD, LK  L ; hence DL  Z ML and D U gives U  L and
.  U L . Thus U has the required property. Also, M  L by Lemma 4.1;
 Ž .hence DL  Z ML . For a contradiction, suppose that there exists
 4   ŽT L 
 L, K , U such that T  L . If TM then M LT , so L	
.  Ž . T L  Z ML DL . This implies D TM, which is impossible
 by the definition of U. Therefore TM and GMT. Hence G, D	 T
    Ž . M, D T  L . Thus br x  1 for all xD	 T , so D	 T Z. AsG
   G : D  8 and G : T  4 it follows that D	 T Z and GDT. So
Ž . Ž .G LT , against 17 . Thus 18 is proved.
   For all x B
Z we have G, x  G, B  V . Let bB and let4
Ž .       L C b . If LBG then L : L	 B  2, so L  L, L	 B  G, B .G
     Otherwise, if G LB then G  L G, B and so L  G, B . There are
  four subgroups of order 2 in G not contained in G, B ; hence there are
four -equivalence classes in B of elements b bZ for which the second
    case occurs. For any such b we have L, L	 B  L 	 G, B  1 and
  Ž . ² : L: L	 B  4; hence L	 B Z L  b Z. Thus b B. Now, B : L
 Ž .  Ž . 	 B  4, so br b  2. The last equality yields BZ B  4; henceB
Ž .Z B  Z and B L .
Noncentral elements of B have breadth 1 or 2 in B. So we can
distinguish among three types of elements of B:
Ž . those of the form b such that bB
B,
Ž . Ž . those of the form b such that b B and br b  1,B
Ž . Ž .	 those of the form b such that b B and br b  2.B
Let us have a look at how the 13 elements of B are divided between the
Ž .three types. The elements of type  or 	 form the only  -equivalence
class of order 7. As just seen every bB is of type 	 if and only if
Ž .G BC b , and such elements fill four -equivalence classes. Each ofG
Ž .these classes has an odd number of elements by 18 ; hence the number of
elements of type 	 is even, at least 4. Hence the number of elements of
type  is odd, at most 3. In particular there are elements of breadth 1 in
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B. Thus B has a maximal subgroup A that is abelian. Clearly the three
nontrivial cosets of Z in A are of type . We conclude that B has 6
Želements of type , 3 of type , and 4 of type 	 those contained in
.B
 A . This last piece of information, together with our observation about
 -classes, shows also that each of the elements of type 	 is -equivalent
to itself only.
2  19. Let bB and assume that b is of type . Then b  G, b .
 4  For b is a  -equivalence class, i.e., the centre of G G, b is
² :    b Z G, b , of index 16. From 3, Lemma 2.6 , we also get that G has a
 normal subgroup N such that N	 Z G, b and GN is isomorphic to
  Ž  .the central product of D and Q . Now NZ G, b  Z G G, b 8 8
² :   ² :    b Z G, b . By comparing orders we get b Z G, b NZ G, b 
2  V . Hence b  G, b , as claimed.4
ˆNow we shall examine in some detail the graph B. In drawing sub-
graphs of its the symbols , , and 	 will represent vertices of the
corresponding types, while plain dots will represent vertices whose type is
not specified.
ˆ20. B has no subgraph of the form
Ž .This is a direct consequence of 15 , since each element of type 	 is
-equivalent to itself only.
ˆ21. Let b be a ertex of B of type . Then b is adjacent to exactly one
ertex of type  and two ertices of type 	 .
Ž .Let L C b . By the characterization of the vertices of type 	 weG
Ž . Ž .have LB G, so B LB and L	 B B. Moreover L L	 B Z L ,
whence L	 B is not abelian and L	 B A. Now every nontrivial coset
ˆof Z in B is a vertex of B; it is adjacent to b if and only if it is contained
in L, and it is of type  or	 according to whether it is contained in A or
Ž .not. This proves 21 .
22. The three ertices of type  are pairwise adjacent and each of them
is adjacent to exactly two ertices of type .
Indeed, the vertices of type  are the cosets b such that b A
Z,
where A is our subgroup of index 8. Since A is abelian they are pairwise
adjacent. Assume that one of them is adjacent to three vertices of type .
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Ž .By 21 each of these vertices is adjacent to two vertices of type 	 . Since
ˆthere are only four vertices of type 	 it follows that B has a subgraph of
the form
Ž .However, this contains a subgraph forbidden by 20 . Since there are six
Ž .vertices of type  and three of type , 22 now is an easy consequence of
Ž .21 .
ˆ23. B has no subgraph of the form
ˆFor, assume that B has such a subgraph. Let u be its vertex of type 
and let x be one of the two vertices of type . The remaining vertex must
be ux; otherwise the three vertices would generate an abelian subgroup of
² : Ž .    index 4 in G. Let   A
 u Z. Then 21 shows that x,   ux,   1.
2   2 2 Ž .2   Ž .Also, x  G, x and u x  ux  G, ux , by 19 . We remind the
Ž .  4reader that G has a subgroup B of index 4 such that BZ 
 Z is an
equivalence class with respect to the relation  described just before
Ž .         ² :211 . As G, u  G,   G, u  G, B property core-2 yields u, 
  2   2   G, B ; in particular u  G, B . Now, suppose that x  x,  . Then
2 2     ² :  u x  G, B 	 G, ux . The latter intersection is x,  , because G, B
  Ž . G, ux as u ux a vertex of type  is  -equivalent to itself only .
2 2   2 2  Hence u x  x,   x , a contradiction. Therefore x  x,  . Similarly
Ž .2       ²  2:   ² ux  ux,   x,  . Thus G, x  x,  , x and G, ux  x,  ,
2 2: ² :u x . Now, apply property core-2 to the abelian subgroup x, u . As
           x,   ux,  belongs to G, x , to G, ux , and also to G, u  G,  we
2 2 2  ² :   ² :  have x,   x, u . But then G, x  u , x  G, ux . As x ux
Ž .this is a contradiction, and 23 is proved.
ˆ24. B has no edge of the form
By contradiction, let x and y be two adjacent vertices of type . Step
Ž .    21 provides two vertices u and  of type  such that x, u  1 y,  .
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Ž .Moreover, u  by 23 . So, x, y,  , and u form a circuit of length 4. As
Ž . Ž .C x has index 2 in C x we have y ax for some a B. If a A thenB G
    Ž .y, u  a, u  1, in contradiction to 14 . Hence a A; i.e., a is of type
   	 . Now x commutes with both u and a , because x, a  x, y  1 and
       1  so x , a  x,   , a  x,   , x  , y  1. Since u, a , and x are
Ž .independent modulo Z, we get br x  2 and x B. Similarly yuB.G
Ž .Of course x and yu are of type . Now apply 22 to the three vertices of
type , which are u,  , and u . The two vertices of type  adjacent to u
are x and x ; those adjacent to  are y and yu. Thus the remaining two
vertices of type , call them t and s, are adjacent to u . Also, since
Ž .  4 ² : Ž .B BC a and x, y, x , yu  B x it follows from 11 that one of tG
² : Ž .and s, say t, does not lie in B x and commutes with a. Next, C u G
² :A t ; hence s tw, where w is one of u,  , and u . If w u then u , t,
Ž .and s give rise to a subgraph of the type excluded by 23 . Hence
 4 Ž .w u,  . By 21 we know that s is adjacent to two of the four vertices of
type 	 , which are a, au, a , and au . If one of the two were a or au
   then s would commute with a, which is false because t, a  1 w, a .
          Hence s, a  s, au  1. Now tu, au  t, u u, a  u, at and
     4t , a   , at . As s tu, t one of u and  commutes with at. But
Ž . ² : Ž . ² : ² :C u  A x and C   A y are contained in B x , while atG G
² : Ž .B x . This contradiction proves 24 .
We are now in position to complete the proof of the theorem.
Ž . Ž .Steps 21 and 22 ensure that, starting from a vertex x of type , we
ˆcan construct a subgraph of B of the form
Ž . Ž . ² :As in the proof for 24 , from C u  A x it follows that y xw forG
 4  some w u,  , u , and by the partial result proved there y, x  1;
hence w u. Thus the four vertices of type 	 are a, au, aw, and auw.
Ž .     Ž .  From 20 we get y, a  1 y, au . Therefore 21 yields y, aw 
        Ž .y, auw  1. Now 1 y, aw  xw, aw  w, ax . Then C ax con-G
tains a, x, and w, which are independent modulo Z, and it follows that
  Ž .axB. But ax, x  1, so, by 24 , we have reached the final contradic-
tion. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
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